Abstrict. For serious cases fisheye lens distortion, we use fisheye images captured image get a lot of information presented fisheye correction method using Matlab image processing software, the successful implementation of correcting the image distortion. And experiments show the feasibility of the method.
Introduction
Fisheye shot out of the big picture perspective, a large amount of image information, simplifying the panoramic image acquisition process, saving hardware resources. Fisheye lens has a wide application in many ways, but because there is a serious distortion, need to go through before the correction for the human eye.
2.Correction Method

Fisheye image correction process
Fisheye image correction process is to capture fisheye images to useful information, image area occupied detected and split it out, and then determine the center and radius of the image, create a conversion equation image coordinate transformation information to determine the relationship, the information of the source image one by one point assigned to the target image, so as to arrive corrected image. Specific correction process shown in Figure 1 . 
Correction Algorithm
In this paper, using concentric segmentation algorithm, the photo information by the fisheye image taken deemed to be the center of a circle of a set of concentric circles, a series of round wire through this correction algorithm converted into a square line image in line with human vision. Specific correction step:
1 Source image pixel coordinates is (x, y), the pixel coordinates on the image after the correction is obtained (u, v), based on characteristics of the image, and can get the coordinate point (x，y ) satisfies the formula (1) and (2) The radius of any circle on the image is 
Applying the correction algorithm, the original pixel image by coordinate transformation to transform the pixels on the image after the correction, and the image information assigned to the new image, which can be utilized circle image segmentation algorithm corrected. 
Fig3 Fisheye image
Fig4 Corrected image Application of circular fisheye corrected image segmentation algorithm, requires that the source image capture image information is a full circle, you can make the correction better. And observed for the four regional eleven upper left, upper right, lower left, lower right four directions of information extracted a region-specific information provided feasible.
3.Summary
By Matlab software programming, Achieved the application of the correction algorithm. Confirmed by experiment segmentation for circular fisheye images captured can be applied arbitrarily. Using this method for correcting distortion of the image captured, less demanding on a fisheye lens that can be corrected for any fisheye image.
